Avira Antivirus Pro for Android
Security for smartphones and tablets

Although SMARTPHONES AND TABLETS are small and handy – the problems protecting them can be quite large and significant. Unimaginable what could happen if
attackers were to gain control of personal user data via the Internet, not to mention
the loss of the device, even being stolen.
Avira offers the newest generation of professional all-round protection to anyone who
uses their Android device in a private and business capacity.

FEATURES (Selection)
App Scanner
Every app installed is automatically examined for viruses and malware
On-Demand Scanner
A single click allows you to scan files and archives
and then remove any contaminated apps or files detected
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Browse Safely
Infectious websites are blocked - so there is no way you can be duped
by “phishing” or other fraudsters
Hourly Updates
Mobile devices at risk from the most recent malware? No way –
frequent updates ensure that your protection is always up-to-date
Quick Support Access
If there is a problem, the Avira experts are there for you
Antitheft Security
No one should have access to your passwords, contacts,
photos, emails, chats and contents. With a remote click you
can fend off any thief by remote locking

Antivirus made simple. Developing antivirus software is complex, but using it doesn’t have to be. Pick
the user-friendly antivirus solution that offers easy
installation, automated scans, intuitive interfaces,
one-click repair and a gaming mode that suspends
notifications.

Location Tracking
The position of your device is shown on a map
Remote Scream
This will allow you to find your smartphone if you have mislaid it
Blacklist
Calls and SMS messages from unwanted numbers?
No problem – that is what a blacklist is for
Online Device Management
You can view the security status of up to 5 devices,
monitor their battery life and make additional settings

Premium: These features are not included in the free version of Avira Antivirus Security.

Award-winning software Made in Germany
and recommended by
security experts
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“There are many apps which claim to protect a
device. But only very few of them actually achieve
what Avira manages ... This app is expressly recommended for security-conscious users.”
Editor’s Review, CNET

Avira Antivirus Pro for Android is available for:
Android 2.2 (Froyo) | Android 2.3.7 (Gingerbread) |
Android 4.0 (Ice Cream Sandwich) | Android 4.1 /4.2/4.3
(Jelly Bean) | 4.4 (Kitkat)
Compatible with HTC, LG, Motorola, Samsung, Sony and
Google Nexus smartphones and Tablet PCs with a normal,
large and extra-large display
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